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state with one photon virtual and one photon real in eq. (4) of paper [1]. The virtual








































Several comments and explanations have to be added immediately. First of all, al-
though, as we shall see later, the above corrections do change the numerical results in
the paper, the change is not big enough and has no eect on any conclusion of the paper,
in particular the estimate of the total theoretical error 0.16% remains valid. Secondly, as
soon as the error was found and corrected all users of the program BHLUMI were notied.
The error was found at the beginning of the LEP2 workshop { results in the workshop
and workshop proceedings [2] from the BHLUMI program correspond to version 4.03 (or
2.02a) in which the error is already corrected. It is worth stressing that the error was
found not by chance, but during the routine round of tests on the matrix element in BH-




Let us now comment on the corrections in v
(2)
[1;0]


























) corrects for a genuine second-order
leading-log error. This error was not noticed earlier because for a non-calorimetric event
selection like the \academic trigger" in [1] or the BARE1 of [2] its eect cancels exactly
between initial and nal state emission { only for the calorimetric kind of event selection
it does aect the total cross section. The rst round of comparisons of the Monte Carlo
with semi-analytical calculations [4] was done for a non-calorimetric event selection, for
which the error is numerically invisible. For instance, although the formula of eq. (15)
in [4] will change, the plot in Fig. 1 in [4] is unaected. The error showed up for the
rst time in the second round of tests [3], in which the example of calorimetric event












not an error but an adjustment of the non-exponentiated matrix element such that the
dierence between the exponentiated and non-exponentiated cross sections does include
only O(
3
) contributions and none of O(
2
). This improvement is necessary to make the
discussion of the sub-leading O(
2
) contributions easier and cleaner, see [2]. As a result
of this improvement the curve in Fig. 5 of Ref. [1] will get slightly shifted upwards. The
same kind of correction/adjustment was done in second-order virtual correction in eq. (2)
of Ref. [1], which now reads
v
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The numerical results of these estimates were shown in [2] and the calculations will be published
elsewhere [3].
2
Let us now present the corrected gures. Figures 3, 4 and 5 of Ref. [1] should be
replaced by the present Figs. 3, 4 and 5.
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Note that terms of O(
2
) did not change because, as we pointed out, the error is not






did change, but the numerical dierence is about 10
 4
so it does not aect Fig. 1 of
3
Ref. [1].
Finally we would like to apologize for any inconvenience the above errors may have
caused. We did what we could to minimize the impact of these errors by contacting all
concerned users of our calculations as soon as it was possible. The forthcoming published
version 4.04 and higher version of BHLUMI [5] will have all above corrections included
(corrections are already included in versions 4.02a and 4.03 already available on WWW).
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Figure 3: For the ALEPH SICAL detector we plot c
4 2
= (BHLUMI:4 BHLUMI:2)=Born as a function of

















is marked with the vertical line. Three curves plotted with small dots, open circles and big dots represent
angular cuts W-W, N-N and N-W, respectively, where W and N denote wide or narrow angular ranges on one
side of the detector. The wide (W) angular range is 
A





  , and the narrow (N) angular
range is 
A













)=16. The other cuts




= 0; (b) acoplanarity cut 
max
= 0:52359, see Fig. 2
for cut-o denitions.
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Figure 4: The dierence d
3
= (BHLUMI:4x OLDBIS  LUMLOG)=Born for the ALEPH SICAL detector
as a function of the energy cut 1  U
min
. Cuts are the same as in Fig. 3.
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matrix element, with YFS
exponentiation and without exponentiation, for the SICAL trigger. The dierence divided by the Born cross
section is plotted as a function of the energy cut 1  U
min
. The other cuts are the same as in Fig. 3.
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